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Abstract
We present an automatic reading evaluator that listens to novice
young readers and offers feedback based on the reading accu-
racy. In order to not discourage the reader, the model should not
misrecognize correctly read tokens (false rejects), which may
come at the expense of tolerating some reading mistakes (false
accepts). To minimize the former, we explore two approaches
to provide reference text – the text user is supposed to read –
as context to automatic speech recognition (ASR) models: 1)
a finite state transducer (FST) based error detection procedure,
that restricts the grammar to tokens from reference text and an
out of vocabulary (OOV) catch-all token, and 2) RefTextLAS,
an attention-based end-to-end (E2E) ASR model, that takes to-
kens from reference text as an additional input. Our biasing
approaches reduce false reject rate (FRR) by 38-56% on an in-
house dataset compared to a baseline hybrid model, whose lan-
guage model (LM) is trained on book texts, with 65-82% com-
promise on false accept rate (FAR). To reduce FAR, we present
an ensemble approach that uses both baseline and RefTextLAS
models to determine reading accuracy. The ensemble approach
limits the relative degradation on FAR to 26.4% while providing
a 42.7% improvement on FRR.
Index Terms: automatic speech recognition, automatic reading
assessment, contextual biasing

1. Introduction
The popularity of commercial virtual assistants, like Amazon
Alexa and Google Home, has been on the rise in the recent past.
The voice interaction capability of such devices can be used to
develop reading assessment applications, such as Alexa’s Read-
ing Sidekick, where a user reads a reference text out loud. The
virtual assistant (VA) then recognizes the user’s speech using
an ASR model, compares it with the reference text, provides
encouragement when the reading is accurate (example 1 in Ta-
ble 1), and offers support when the user struggles (example 2).
Accurate ASR is very important for the success of this applica-
tion. Conventional ASR models [1, 2, 3], that take only audio
features as input, can be used to obtain token level reading ac-
curacy, by comparing the model output and truth (transcription)
with the reference text. Of the two possible errors the model
could make – 1) misrecognizing correctly read token, a false
reject (FR) scenario (example 3), and 2) recognizing misread
token as expected token from the text, a false accept (FA) sce-
nario (example 4) – the former is the most important metric to
minimize, especially in the case of young readers. A model
with high FRs could demotivate the reader, which may result in
reading discontinuation.

We explore two approaches to provide reference text as con-
text for ASR models to minimize FRs. We take into account
that we lack an in-domain training dataset that contains refer-
ence text and transcription for each utterance. First, we modify
the inference procedure of a pre-trained hybrid ASR model [1]
by defining a <catch-all> OOV token and build a grammar
(G.fst) [4] from tokens in the reference text and the OOV token.
The search graph is then modified to output any unexpected to-
kens in the user’s speech as <catch-all> token. As a result, if
the user reads I am angry instead of I am hungry, the model
outputs I am <catch-all>. The approach shows promising per-
formance in minimizing FRs, compared to an out-of-domain
Listen, Attend, and Spell (LAS) model [2] and a baseline hy-
brid ASR model whose LM is trained on book texts [5]. Since
the biasing is done during decoding, the procedure does not re-
quire any special training procedures or in-domain data, and can
be applied to any pre-trained hybrid ASR model.

Second, inspired by the recent contextual LAS (CLAS)
model [6], we present a RefText biased LAS (RefTextLAS)
model that biases recognition towards the reference text using
an additional encoder. For training RefTextLAS, we use an out-
of-domain ASR dataset that contains only audio and transcrip-
tion, and sample tokens for biasing from the transcription of
each utterance. Similar to the hybrid model with <catch-all>
token, RefTextLAS also lowers FRs, but with a compromise
on FAs. To address this, we explore two techniques – 1) use
ASR errors as negative examples for biasing [7] RefTextLAS,
and 2) an ensemble approach that uses RefTextLAS and token
level confidence score (ConfScore) [8] of the baseline model
for evaluation. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the
first large scale effort to use contextual ASR for automatic to-
ken level reading assessment.

In prior works on related applications, authors in [9] and
[10] proposed various linear regression models to automatically
predict human annotated scores of users reading sentences. A
phoneme-level text conditioned transformer was proposed in
[11] for pronunciation assessment of language learners. A hy-
brid ASR model with LM trained on book corpus is used in
[5] to evaluate reading accuracy of young Italian students. On
the other hand, contextual biasing for personalizing E2E ASR
models is an active area of research [6, 12, 13, 14, 15, 7].

2. Technical Details
2.1. FST based reading error detection

Possible decode paths through lexicon FST [4] contains a path
for in vocabulary (IV) words, and a monophone path to detect
OOV words [16]. We define an OOV token that is used as part of



Table 1: Examples of a user reading a reference text to a virtual assistant (VA), and the feedback provided by the VA. The user and
model errors are shown in brown and red respectively. During offline evaluation, comparing individual tokens in output and truth with
tokens in reference text will lead to four scenarios – true accept (TA), true reject (TR), false accept (FA) and false reject (FR) (details
in Section 1 and Section 3.2). FR errors should be minimized to avoid discouraging the reader. Best viewed in color.

Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4

Reference Text I am hungry I am hungry I am hungry I am hungry
User (truth) I am hungry I am angry I am hungry I am angry
Model output I am hungry I am angry I am angry I am hungry
Validation TA TA TA TA TA TR TA TA FR TA TA FA

VA response Great! Let us continue Not quite! Let us try again Not quite! Let us try again Great! Let us continue(or) Let me read it for you (or) Let me read it for you

the grammar (G.fst) which outputs a <catch-all> token when
traversed. Instead of defining a single token’s OOV monophone
sequence, it is an n-gram that supports any possible monophone
sequence that the lexicon is capable of creating. In terms of
the search graph, at the beginning of each word, this allows to
branch off to a monophone catch all fallback path in parallel to
the IV and OOV detection paths [16]. While there is no recog-
nition text associated with the <catch-all>, the monophone se-
quence is still available. As a result, if the user reads I am angry
instead of I am hungry, the model outputs I am <catch-all> and
ideally have a monophone sequence matching “angry”. During
decoding, the G.fst would be built from the reference text and
the <catch-all> OOV. The cost of traversing the <catch-all>
path is tunable. A low cost assigned to this path generates more
<catch-all> tokens, resulting in high FRs. On the other hand,
a very high cost assigned to this path results in very high FAs.
We term this model as hybrid model with catch-all token.

2.2. All-neural reading error detection using RefTextLAS

RefTextLAS, shown in Figure 1(a), assumes access to audio
features x = x1, .., xT , bias tokens z = z0, z1, .., zN , and cor-
responding transcripts y = y1, .., yL for each utterance. It uses
an attention-based encoder-decoder architecture with two en-
coders: an audio encoder and a bias token encoder (Figure 1(b))
to compute embeddings for audio inputs x and bias tokens z re-
spectively. Each encoder is associated with its own attention
mechanism. At each step, the decoder simultaneously attends
to audio and bias token embeddings, using decoder state dt as
attention-query. The model outputs a probability distribution
P (y|x, z), and is trained to minimize −log(P (y|x, z)) loss.

The architecture is designed to bias ASR towards the refer-
ence text using a bias token encoder. During training, since our
training corpora does not contain any reference text, as shown in
Figure 1(b), we uniformly sample bias tokens for each utterance
from its transcription – referred as positive (bias) tokens. By
partially biasing the model towards the transcript during train-
ing, it relies on the audio encoder alone to accurately recognize
any misread and additional tokens spoken by the user. In the
latter case, the model operates in a no bias mode, and attends to
a filler <no-bias> token [13, 6]. As we show in Section 3.3.1,
limiting biasing to positive and <no-bias> tokens alone results
in high FAs. To overcome this, we augment positive tokens
with some negative tokens sampled from two other sources –
1) for a given token in the transcript, include possible substi-
tution (SUB) errors an ASR model can make when available,
or 2) include random tokens from other transcripts (details in
Section 3.3.2). During inference, all the tokens from the refer-
ence text are used as bias tokens (no uniform sampling) along
with the <no-bias> token. Each bias token is converted into
word pieces (WPs), and then to embeddings. The sequence of

(a) RefTextLAS (b) Bias token encoder

Figure 1: Architecture of RefTextLAS and bias token encoder.
Best viewed in color.

word piece embeddings for each bias token will then be pro-
cessed by a bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM), and the last hidden
state would be used as token embedding for attention. The au-
dio encoder and corresponding attention mechanism are similar
to LAS model [2].

3. Experiments and Results
3.1. Implementation Details

The architecture of RefTextLAS, shown in Figure 1(a), is as fol-
lows: the audio encoder has 5 long short-term memory (LSTM)
layers with 1024 neurons in each layer. We use Log-Mel filter-
bank energies (LFBE) of 64 dimensions, with a window size
of 25ms and hop size of 10ms, as features. Each frame is
stacked 2 frames to the left and downsampled by a factor of
3 to have a frame rate of 30ms. The bias token encoder, shown
in Figure 1(b), has one BiLSTM layer with 64 neurons. The
embedding layer’s dimension is 64. The decoder is a 2-layer
LSTM with 768 hidden units and an output vocabulary projec-
tion of 4000-dimensions which correspond to 4000 WPs. We
use multi-head attention [17] with 4 heads per encoder. To com-
pare RefTextLAS, we also train a LAS model without biasing
(audio encoder alone) with same details as above.

The training details of both the LAS models are as follows:
we use 60 thousand (K) hours of de-identified far-field in house
data for training. Development set, used to observe loss after
each epoch, consists of 50 hours of speech. The models are ran-
domly initialized and trained for 80 epochs (400K steps). We
use an adaptive variant of SpecAugment [18], as proposed in
[19], and Adam algorithm [20] for optimization. We use a rise-
hold and decay learning rate scheduler where the learning rate
linearly increases from 1e-7 to 5e-4 (warm-up) for 3K steps,
stays constant at 5e-4 for 150K steps (hold), and then exponen-
tially decays to final learning rate of 1e-3 / 16.0 at 620K steps.

As a baseline, we train the LM of a well-trained hybrid



model used in production, similar to [21], on text extracted from
7500 books. We call this model hybrid model with LM adap-
tation. For building hybrid model with <catch-all> token, we
apply the procedure mentioned in Section 2.1 to a well-trained
production model, similar to [21].

For evaluation, we use de-identified in house data contain-
ing 1417 utterances, collected by assigning users to read refer-
ence texts sampled from books. Each utterance contains refer-
ence text and transcription for the audio. The dataset consists
of 5 hours of audio, with mean (median) duration of 12.6 (10.3)
seconds. The mean (median) number of tokens in reference text
and transcription are 23.9 (19.0) and 19.2 (15.0) respectively.
All the models are evaluated on the last epoch.

3.2. Evaluation metrics

To compare the performance of all the models in this work,
we use two metrics – FAR and FRR. The computation pro-
cedure using the reference text, transcription (truth) and ASR
output is as follows: first, we separately align the transcription1

and model output with the reference text. We, then, obtain a
confusion matrix by comparing the individual tokens in these
two aligned sequences, which leads to four possible scenarios
as shown in Table 1: 1) true accept (TA) – both the user read
token (truth) and the token in model output matches with the
corresponding token in the reference text, 2) true reject (TR)
– the truth and output does not match with the reference text,
3) false reject (FR) – the truth matches with the reference text
but output differs from it, and finally 4) false accept (FA) – the
truth does not match with the reference text but model output
matches with it. We don’t consider repetitions (insertions) as
reading mistakes, as it is common for some readers (children,
for instance) to repeat certain tokens. We also don’t consider
reading a sentence partially (deletions made by the user) as a
reading mistake. FRR and FAR are computed as follows:

FRR =
FR

(TA + FR)
;FAR =

FA

(FA + TR)
(1)

Instead of presenting the results using absolute FAR and FRR,
we use relative difference in FAR (rFAR) and relative differ-
ence in FRR (rFRR). Given the FRRs of candidate and baseline
systems, say FRRcand and FRRref respectively, rFRR is de-
fined as (FRRcand−FRRref )∗100/FRRref . rFRR<0 indi-
cates that the candidate system has lower FRR than the baseline
(more negative, the better and more positive, the worse). rFAR
is computed and interpreted similarly.

3.3. Results

As we show below, there exists a trade-off between the two met-
rics. We aim to build models with low rFRR but without a heavy
compromise on FAR (high rFAR), as discussed in Section 1.

3.3.1. Comparison of hybrid and RefTextLAS models

Table 2 presents results of hybrid, LAS and RefTextLAS mod-
els. We consider hybrid model with LM adaptation as baseline
to compute rFAR and rFRR2. Compared to the baseline (row
E1), LAS model trained on out-of-domain corpora (E0) has
36.5% and 7.3% higher rFRR and rFAR respectively. Hybrid
model with catch-all token (E2) has significantly lower rFRR

1We adopted an open-source sequence comparator for aligning the
text sequences (source: https://blog.robertelder.org/diff-algorithm/)

2Due to company internal confidentiality policies we cannot report
absolute FAR and FRR metrics. Both the metrics of baseline system are
slightly higher than 15% absolute, with lower FAR than FRR

Table 2: Comparison of hybrid, LAS and RefTextLAS models.
RefTextLAS is biased with positive tokens and <no-bias> dur-
ing training, and all tokens from reference text and <no-bias>
during evaluation. We use metrics rFRR and rFAR. More neg-
ative, the better and more positive, the worse (details in Sec-
tion 3.2)

ID Model rFRR rFAR

E0 LAS +36.5 +7.3

Hybrid model
E1 with LM adaptation 0.0 0.0
E2 with catch-all token -38.2 +65.7

RefTextLAS with bias limits
E3 [0, 50] -39.1 +73.3
E4 [40, 60] -54.2 +144.0
E5 [100, 100] -65.0 +162.0

(-38.2%) but higher rFAR (65.7%). The results indicate that in-
corporating domain knowledge from the books improves rFRR
(E1 and E2), and explicit biasing towards the reference text low-
ers rFRR significantly but with a compromise on rFAR (E2).

Our motivation to work with RefTextLAS is to improve (re-
duce) rFRR compared to the hybrid model with catch-all token,
and to obtain similar rFAR as the hybrid model. For training
RefTextLAS, as mentioned in Section 2.2, we uniformly sam-
ple positive tokens from the transcripts. To observe the impact
of number of positive tokens on the performance, we train dif-
ferent models by further subsampling them. More specifically,
instead of providing all positive tokens as input to the bias token
encoder, we randomly select x ∈ [minBias,maxBias] per-
centage of tokens, where minBias and maxBias correspond
to the minimum and maximum percentage of positive tokens
respectively. Setting the bias limits [minBias,maxBias] to
[0, 50] implies that at least 0 (no biasing) and utmost half of
positive tokens are given as input to the text encoder. On the
other hand, setting them to [100, 100] means that all the posi-
tive tokens are given as input – a more aggressive biasing sce-
nario. In all cases, the <no-bias> token is always present in the
input. During inference, all the tokens from the reference text
and <no-bias> are given as bias tokens. As shown in Table 2,
RefTextLAS with bias limits [0, 50] (E3) offers comparable per-
formance to the hybrid model with catch-all token (E2). As we
increase the bias limits, rFRR improves but with a heavy com-
promise on rFAR (E4 and E5). Of all the models, hybrid ASR
model with catch-all token (E2) and RefTextLAS models (E3-
E5) yielded significantly lower rFRR, with the later providing
much larger improvements. Since our main goal is low rFRR,
we continue our experiments with RefTextLAS by providing all
the positive tokens as input to the text encoder (E5), instead of
a subset of them. However, in order to reduce the high rFAR
observed in E5, we investigate using negative bias tokens as
discussed below.

3.3.2. Biasing RefTextLAS with negative tokens to reduce rFAR

To lower the rFAR, we modify our bias tokens sampling strategy
to augment positive tokens with some negative tokens (shown
in Figure 1(b)). The procedure to sample negative tokens is as
follows: we first use a pre-trained ASR model, similar to [22],
to decode several test corpora (different from the one used for
reading evaluation). For each token in test corpora that faced
SUB errors, we gather the list of all substituted tokens. We,
thus, obtain a mapping of token to possible SUBs for a total



Table 3: Impact of negative biasing on rFAR and rFRR

# of negative tokens during RefTextLAS

ID Training Decoding rFRR rFAR

No negative tokens
E5 0 0 -65.0 +162.0

Negative tokens during decoding only
E6 0 6 -55.8 +158.5
E7 0 10 -48.0 +153.8

Negative tokens during training only
E8 3 0 -61.9 +108.5
E9 5 0 -60.3 +102.6

Negative tokens during training and decoding
E10 5 6 -56.7 +94.3
E11 5 10 -55.5 +81.5

of 23320 tokens. During training, we first get a list of unsam-
pled tokens – all the tokens from the transcript except the pos-
itive tokens – for each utterance. For each unsampled token,
we randomly select 5 possible SUBs (obtained using the proce-
dure above) if they exist, or select 5 random tokens from other
transcripts, otherwise. The number of negative tokens for each
utterance depends on the number of unsampled (total − num-
ber of positive) tokens. During inference, since, we use all the
tokens from the reference text for biasing (no unsampled to-
kens), for each utterance we select a fixed number of negative
examples randomly from all possible SUBs of tokens from the
reference text and random tokens from other reference texts.

We analyze the impact of negative tokens and their quan-
tity in three stages – during decoding only, during training only
and during both. Results are presented in Table 3. Firstly, pre-
senting negative tokens during decoding only improved rFAR
(E6 and E7 compared to E5), but rFRR degraded significantly
(-65% for E5 compared to -48% for E7). Secondly, present-
ing negative tokens during training only improved rFAR signif-
icantly (162.0 for E5 compared to 108.5 for E8 and 102.6 for
E9) with slight compromise on rFRR (-65.0 for E5 vs -60.3 for
E9). Finally, giving negative tokens during training and decod-
ing lowered rFAR further with some compromise on rFRR (E10
and E11). E11, with 5 and 10 negative tokens during training
and decoding respectively, improved rFAR from 162.0 to 81.5,
with degradation on rFRR (-65.0 to -55.5). The results suggest
that using more negative examples, as suggested in [7], to lower
rFAR comes at the expense of increase in rFRR. On the other
hand, as discussed in Section 3.3.1, biasing with positive tokens
reduces the rFRR, but with a compromise on rFAR.

3.3.3. Ensemble approach

Models without explicit biasing towards the reference text (E0
and E1) yielded lower rFAR and higher rFRR compared to the
models with biasing (E2-E11). We now experiment with an en-
semble approach, where we make use of both the baseline sys-
tem with lower rFAR (E1) and RefTextLAS in E11 to lower
the metrics further. The approach makes use of token level
ConfScore [8] of baseline model and a tunable threshold ∆ as
explained below. We first modify the baseline evaluation logic
(gray highlighted section in Table 4) as follows: when the out-
put token of baseline does not match with the reference text,
instead of rejecting it, we check the ConfScore (ranging in 0-
999). We reject the token only when the ConfScore is above
a certain threshold. Otherwise, we accept the token (benefit of
doubt given to the user since the model is not confident of its

Table 4: Ensemble approach based on ConfScore and threshold
(∆). Highlighted section in gray is used to evaluate the base-
line. Best viewed in color

Token in Token in Baseline
RefTextLAS == Ref Text != Ref Text

== Ref Text accept if ConfScore ≤∆accept reject if ConfScore > ∆

!= Ref Text accept reject

prediction). Observe that setting ∆ to 0 (low), rejects all tokens
(low rFAR) and setting it high (800) accepts most tokens (high
rFAR).

In the ensemble approach (entire Table 4), when output
of both RefTextLAS and baseline agree (disagree) with the
reference text we accept (reject) the token. When output of
RefTextLAS does not match with the reference text but out-
put of baseline matches with it, we accept the token (improves
rFRR). To improve rFAR, instead of accepting the output to-
ken of RefTextLAS when it matches with the reference text but
baseline’s output token does not, we check the ConfScore of
baseline. As explained above, we accept the token only when
the baseline is not confident of its prediction.

Table 5: Results with ensemble approach

Baseline RefTextLAS Ensemble
∆ rFRR / rFAR rFRR / rFAR rFRR / rFAR

0 0.0 / 0.0
-55.5 / +81.5
(E11)

-42.7 / +26.4
300 -21.9 / +118.2 -57.7 / +69.0
600 -34.4 / +198.6 -66.6 / +82.2
800 -39.7 / +292.5 -70.1 / +103.5

Results are presented in Table 5. Firstly, for the baseline, as
we increase ∆, rFAR degrades severely (292.5% at ∆ = 800),
but the improvement in rFRR is not very significant (∼-40%).
Ensemble approach at ∆ = 0 shows only 26.4% degradation in
rFAR compared to the baseline, and with -42.7% improvement
in rFRR. Similar to the baseline, the ensemble approach also
shows some degradation in rFAR as we increase ∆. At ∆ = 300,
the ensemble approach yielded similar rFRR as RefTextLAS
(E11), but with a lower rFAR. More importanly, rFAR is similar
to hybrid model with catch-all path (E2 in Table 2) but ensem-
ble system has better rFRR (-57.7% instead of -38.2%). At ∆ =
600, the ensemble system yielded similar rFAR as RefTextLAS
but with lower rFRR (-66.6% instead of -55.5%). Results sug-
gest that by tuning the threshold ∆, we could leverage the ad-
vantages of both the baseline (low rFAR) and RefTextLAS (low
rFRR) models.

4. Conclusions
We explored two ASR models conditioned on the reference text
for automatic reading evaluation: 1) a hybrid model with catch-
all token, and 2) a reference text biased LAS (RefTextLAS)
model. To train RefTextLAS, we sampled positive bias tokens
from the corresponding transcript for each utterance and nega-
tive tokens from the possible ASR substitutions. Both the mod-
els significantly reduced FRR. We observed that incorporating
positive and negative tokens led to a trade-off between rFRR
and rFAR (more the positive tokens, rFRR was better, and more
the negative tokens, rFAR was better). In the future, instead of
contextual biasing, we will explore using a spelling correction
model [23] on the output of the baseline model.
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